d(- -)b quick help
Overview	
  	
  
	
  
The main screen welcomes you with a default 2 deck interface that includes
everything you need to get going:
The overview shows a preview
picture and allows you to jump inside
the track.
Track info contains all basic
information about the artist, title,
tempo, time and grid.
4 cue points are available per track.
Pitch fine & coarse faders
Loop size lets you choose a loop size
for the loop and loop roll function. if
no loop is currently active, it also
activates looping. If this is the case,
the color of the button shows, which
loop mode will be activated.
Slide your finger over the control to
smoothly half / double the loop size
with each cell.
The 3-band EQ has a -26db cut and
+12db boost on each band while the
kill buttons kill the band completely.
If you quickly tap a kill switch, it will toggle, if you press it for a longer
duration, it will act as a momentary switch.
The zoomable waveform gives access to nudging & scratching as well as visual
feedback about the track.
Use one finger to nudge in either direction, or two fingers to scratch. The
speed at which the track is nudged / scratched is settable in the settings. Two
fingers on the waveform will pause playback till they are released again.
And last but not least: a volume control & a play button.

System	
  Bar	
  
On the top you'll notice the System bar with a bunch of buttons.

	
  
#1 - #4 are shift buttons that turn the waveform of each deck into the
respective control. Keep a shift button pressed and then tap the button, that
appears in the waveform.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

activates/deactivates monitoring
zooms in/out of the waveform
activates/deactivates sync
opens the grid editor
opens the browser
changes page up/down
creates a new template and shows current page details
opens the second system bar with advanced controls

Tap on button #8 to open up the second system bar.

Second	
  System	
  Bar	
  

#1 is another shift button, used throughout the app to delete objects. These
may be cue points, playlists, parts of an interface or even whole templates.
#2 opens the volume control for the monitor & master out.
#3 opens the master tempo control
#4 records the current master out signal
#5 shows current CPU usage (dual-cores can go up to 200%)
#6 shows current battery level
#7 saves the current template to a name that you can enter
#8 loads a template that is already stored on the device
#9 opens the settings menu
#10 opens the edit mode

Browser	
  

Drag tracks from the browser window to the waveforms on top to load them.
The first waveform represents Deck A, the second Deck B,...
On the left you can search the library or create / view playlists.
To add tracks to a playlist, drag them onto the playlist button to the left.
If you want to delete a track from a playlist or the playlist itself, tap and hold
the trash button in the second menubar and tap on the item that you want to
delete.
After loading a track, open up the grid view by tapping and holding the button
labeled '| | | | |' and tap on the waveform.

Grid	
  Mode	
  

In grid mode you can move around the waveform and set the tempo or drop
the startbeat manually if the auto detection failed.
There is a few different ways to do so, choose whichever fits you best:
Drop Startbeat moves the first beat to the current position of the waveform.
#1 moves the startbeat one beat to the left or right.
#2 moves the closest beat to the current position of the waveform.
#3 fine tunes the startbeat - keep pressed as long as needed. speed is relative
to current zoom level of the waveform.
#4 lets you pick a tempo with convenient pickers for each digit. a triple tap on
one of the digits rounds the tempo to this digit.
If the tempo is 'almost correct' and either 2/3, 3/2, 1/2 or 2/1 of the original
tempo, use buttons #5-8 to correct it.
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Editor	
  
Let's start with a new template. To create one, tap on button #7 in the first
system bar.

Once done, everything that was on screen will be deleted and you will see an
empty page. Careful: unsaved changes will be lost!
Enter edit mode by activating button #10 on the second system bar.
Another menu bar will appear:
The Edit mode is based on a pretty simple concept:
A template can contain one or several pages, that can each contain a
number of deck controls and containers. The current pages are
shown in #1
If you tap on Add Page, you will be prompted to enter a name for the
page. Confirm by pressing Enter to create it. Once a page is added,
you are able to add controls to it.
The template also saves the number of active decks that the user
added. This can be 1-6 and is independent on the number of pages.
You could cramp 6 decks on one page or lay out one deck on 6
pages. It's up to the user to decide! All active decks are shown in
#2.
To add a deck, tap on button #3.

If a deck is added to the template, the controls for it can be accessed
by tapping on the deck button in #2.

The Controls menu gives access to all important controls of a deck.
To add controls from a different deck, use the back button '<<' to get back to
the overview and choose the other deck from #2.

Controls	
  
Track:
Waveform / Overview
Transport:
Play / Reverse / Pitch Coarse / Pitch Fine
Mixer:
Volume / EQ Triangle / EQ Snap Toggle / Low Slider / Mid Slider /
Treble Slider / Low Kill / Mid Kill / Treble Kill
Cues:
Cue 1-4
Loops:
Loop Toggle / Loop Roll / Size Up / Size Down / Loop Grid / 1/64th 8 bar size buttons.
Labels:
Track / Artist / Time Elapsed / Time Left / Adjusted BPM / Track BPM
/ Beats / Beats Left.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Containers	
  
	
  
To easier work with several items at once and to ease layouting a whole
interface, two different stackable containers are available. Grids & Windows.
Window
Window containers freely allow adding controls to them. If you resize the
window, all controls it contains will automatically resize to match the same
relative size to its parent.
To add an object to a window, select the window by tapping on it, and then tap
on the control in the menu, or the container to add the object to the window.
You can move and resize the objects added to the window freely as you would
directly on the page.

Grid
The grid automatically takes care of match the sizes of its content
views. Set the number of rows & columns and the grid will take
care of the rest.	
  
To add an object to a grid, select the grid by tapping on it once,
tap the control or container that you want to add, and then
activate the red-colored cell that you want to add the object to.
e.G.: To make sure that 3 decks have the same size: Create a grid with 3 rows
or columns, and add a window to each of the cells. Then create the decks
inside the windows.
Stacking grids is a very easy way to create powerful rectified
interfaces in just a few minutes
To navigate inside stacked Grids & Windows, tap on the targetobject several times. Each time you will move one layer further, until you
reach the object of choice.

Floating	
  Inspector	
  
	
  
A long tap on any view shows the floating
inspector.
The floating inspector shows a number of
advanced controls - depending on what kind of
object is currently activated.
The 'Frame' controls allow you to resize the
object, expressed in percentages of the current
parent layer.
'Background Color' / 'Border color' allow
choosing colors for the object.
'Allow Sliding' allows a grid view to be slided
with a finger opposed to locking the touch to the
first object the finger touches.
'Has Border' enables / disables the border.
The Trash button deletes the object
If the current object is a Window or Grid, and
contains only controls of one single deck, it
qualifies to be saved as a Blueprint. In this case,
the save button appears in the lower left corner
of the inspector.
If tapped, it saves a blueprint from the current container.

	
  
Blueprints
A blueprint is basically a saved container that can contain other containers and
controls of a single deck.
If a blueprint is loaded, it will add a container that is exactly the same as the
one that was saved before - but for the currently chosen deck. It will be
resizable, can be added to a grid or window and behaves like every other
object does.
This allows building a nice template for one deck, saving it as a blueprint, and
later just adding the same blueprint in a single tap for every new deck.
The app contains a number of default blueprints at launch. Mixer, EQ, Deck
Horizontal, Deck Vertical and many others. Wondered why we did not mention
the 'Load' button in the controls menu yet? tapping it opens the blueprint
menu!

Settings	
  
	
  
#1 enable Spectum color-coding
#2 show waveform as Line
#3 if #2 is active: Line Thickness
#4 opens Audio Setup
#5 changes the EQ to cap at +0dB
#6 if activated, the waveform always
perfectly follows the finger - speed is
therefore depending on zoom level
#7 enables scratch mode with one finger
instead of two. Disables nudging.
#8 Ratio at which the waveform is moved
when a touch moves: Audio samples per
pixel moved.
#9 Friction constant. Determines how fast
the waveform stops moving after being
moved. 0 is never, 1 is instant.
#10 Acceleration constant. Determines how
fast the waveform will accelerate when
starting to play. If track is synced or value is
1, playing will be instant.

Audio	
  Setup	
  

#1 enables Limiter
#2 chooses headroom from 0-12dB
#3 if enabled, the main out will listen to the
dry/wet monitor signal instead of the master
signal, that is recorded.
This allows to record perfect mixes in stereo
with just headphones while being able to
precue and monitor like you would in a MultiRoute situation.
#4 enables split output
#5/6 Multi-Route Settings, choose your
master & your monitor output here.

